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$27900
18V LXT® Blower Kit
(5.0Ah)
#ADBU05ST1.
Blow away
dust and
debris.
Reaches fast speeds of 219
MPH and features a Makita-
built high-torque motor with
three speeds. The blower weighs just 4.1 lbs. (with battery) with
a more compact design at 20-3/8” long and an ergonomic
shape for reduced operator fatigue. The kit includes one 18V
LXT® 5.0Ah battery and 18V LXT® Rapid Charger.

NEW Outdoor Adventure™
Products from Makita
Get outside with Outdoor Adventure™, a new
series of cordless products that operate within
the LXT® system. Outdoor Adventure Products
feature advanced technology, delivering
maximum performance and efficiency for the
outdoors. Makita offers hundreds of products
within the 18V LXT® system so you can create
your own adventure.

$31900
8V LXT® 12" Top
Handle Chain Saw Kit
(4.0Ah)
#ADCU10SM1. Ideal when
your getaway requires a
cutting or trimming solution.
The Makita® Outer Rotor Brushless Motor with direct-drive system
delivers the power equivalent to a 22cc gas chain saw. The chain saw
provides up to 150 cuts in 2x2 cedar with an 18V LXT® 4.0Ah Battery.
It also features low noise levels, zero emissions, and no gas hassles so
it’s ideal for your outdoor adventure. The kit includes one 18V LXT®
4.0Ah battery and 18V LXT® Rapid Charger.

$19900 18V LXT® Inflator Kit (1.5Ah)
#ADMP180SYX. Handle common inflation tasks from bike tires
and inflatable rafts to car tires. Delivers up to 120 PSI. High
visibility pressure gauge display with backlight, LED light, and an
auto-stop function when the desired pressure is reached. A 25-
1/2” hose length provides better reach. The compact design
allows for easy portability and convenient storage. The kit
includes one 18V LXT® 1.5Ah battery and charger.

$2997
18V LXT® Cordless 
Power Source
#ADADP05. Turn your Makita
18V LXT® (sold separately) into a
charging port. Mount the
ADADP05 onto your Makita 18V
battery and you get two USB
charging ports. Each USB port delivers 2.1A output. The built-
in clip attaches to a belt or holster, with rubber covers for
improved durability.

$13400
18V LXT® Coffee
Maker, Tool Only
#ADCM501Z. No paper
filters are needed, just
your favorite ground
coffee or single-serve
pack. It will brew up to
three five-ounce cups of
coffee on a single charge
of an 18V LXT® 5.0Ah
battery (sold separately).
Compact design at only
8-9/16" tall with a 3-1/2"
cup clearance. 

$7400
18V LXT® L.E.D. Lantern/ 

Flashlight, Flashlight Only
#ADML807. Versatile light that will provide

some much-needed illumination for any
outdoor activity. There are three L.E.D.

lighting modes: 360-degree lantern, 180-
degree lantern, and flashlight mode. Built-in

USB port for charging portable electronic
devices. Metal hang hook swivels 360° and

folds away for added convenience.

$19900
18V LXT® L.E.D. Area 
Light, Light Only
#ADML811. 3 power modes:
high, med. low. Battery or cord-
ed operation; compatible with
18V LXT® batteries (battery
sold separately).  Adjusting
knobs enable the user to
direct the light to the
desired angle. The
L.E.D. Area Light is a
great choice for light-
ing up a campsite and can
even be mounted to a tripod for greater versatility. 

$11400
18V LXT® L.E.D. Flashlight/ 

Spotlight, Light Only
#ADML812. 4-mode operation: delivering

600 lumens in Spot, 1,000 lumens in
Flood, 1,250 lumens in Spot/Flood, and
Strobe mode. 90º pivoting head for user

convenience. Metal hang hook to
conveniently hang flashlight. Only 12-

3/8" long for easy pack-in and pack-out.
Weighs only 3.4 lbs. with battery (battery

sold separately)

$5900
18V LXT® L.E.D. Flashlight,
Flashlight Only
#ADML815. The fast-charging Makita®
18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Battery delivers
up to 23 hours of continuous
illumination on a single charge (when
using the 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah
battery, sold separately). The 12-
position aluminum pivoting head
provides added versatility. 

$15900 18V LXT® Bluetooth®
Radio and L.E.D. Lantern Bare

#ADRM13. Light up the outdoors and enjoy
audio. Wirelessly connect your mobile

device via Bluetooth® or use as FM radio.
Four L.E.D. lighting modes: 360° lantern, 3
side lantern, flashlight, or strobe flashlight.

Built-in USB port for charging portable
electronic devices.

$16900 18V LXT® Bluetooth® Radio, Tool Only
#ADRM06. Wirelessly connect your mobile device via
Bluetooth®. Menu controls to set FM mono/stereo, clock
settings, volume and snooze. Delivers rich stereo sound from
two powerful 3.5" side-firing speakers. One auxiliary port for
MP3 compatibility and one USB port for charging your mobile
device. Batteries sold separately.

$18500 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Battery 
and Charger Starter Pack (4.0Ah)
#ADBL1840BDC1. Integrated L.E.D. battery charge level indicator
allows user to monitor battery charge. 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 4.0Ah
battery reaches a full charge in 40 minutes or less. The Makita
Rapid Optimum Charger communicates with the battery’s built-in
chip throughout the charging process to optimize battery life by
actively controlling current, voltage and temperature

$12900
18V LXT®
Lithium-Ion
4.0Ah Battery
Only
#ADBL1840B. 
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$1271
40V XGT® Brushless 12” Dual-Bevel 
Sliding Compound Miter Saw Kit 

Regular Price $1,299.00   #GSL04M1. Delivers faster and
smoother cutting. The rail-forward design maximizes

workspace when the miter saw is positioned flush against
a wall. The miter saw has a large 3-5/8” x 15” cutting

capacity at 90-degrees. The saw miters 0° to 60° left and
right and bevels from 0° to 48° (left and right). Includes

one 40V battery and charger.       

$1089
40V XGT® Brushless 10” Dual-Bevel 
Sliding Compound Miter Saw Kit 

Regular Price $1,139.00   #GSL03M1. Delivers faster and
smoother cutting. The rail-forward design maximizes

workspace when the miter saw is positioned flush against
a wall. The miter saw has a large 2-13/16” x 12” cutting

capacity at 90-degrees. The saw miters 0° to 60° left and
right and bevels from 0° to 48° (left and right). Includes

one 40V battery and charger.

$249
18V LXT® 
Lithium-Ion 
Brushless Cordless 
2 Pc. Combo Kit
Regular Price $299.00  #XT269M.
4.0Ah. Variable 2-speed 1/2"
Hammer Driver-Drill (XPH12Z) and
Variable speed Impact Driver (XDT13Z).
Includes (2) 18V LXT® 4.0Ah Lithium-Ion
batteries, Rapid Optimum Charger and
tool bag.

$29999
X2 36V 7-1/4” 
Rear Handle Brushless
Circular Saw Kit 
Regular Price $399.00   #XSR01PT. Brushless Motor delivers 5,100 RPM
for maximum performance and 50% longer run time per charge.
Cuts 3X material in a single pass with a large 2-9/16” cutting
capacity at 90°. Includes (2) 18V LXT® 5.0Ah Lithium-Ion batteries,
Dual Port Charger, 7-1/4” CT Circular Saw Blade and tool bag.

$499  40v 2-Pc Combo Kit
#GT200D. The 40V max XGT® Brushless Cordless ½” Hammer Driver-

Drill (GPH01) and 4-Speed Impact Driver (GDT01) breaks new ground
for the most demanding drilling and driving applications in wood,
masonry and metal. Kit includes 40V max XGT® Lithium-Ion 2.5Ah

Batteries and 40V max XGT® Rapid charger.

$529
40V max XGT® Brushless Cordless 

Rear Handle 10-1/4" Circular Saw Kit,  (4.0Ah)
#GSR02M1.    The Makita-built brushless motor delivers 4,000 RPM for faster

cutting than corded. It cuts 4X the material in a single pass with an extra
large cutting capacity of 3-3/4”. This saw is ideal for framers, builders,
roofers, forming, and more. Kit Includes 40 max XGT® 4.0Ah battery,

charger, 10-1/4” 24T CT Saw Blade, side handle and tool bag.

$36999
18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
Brushless Cordless 2-Pc.
Combo Kit (5.0Ah)
Regular Price $439.99   #XT288T. The 18V LXT® Combo Kit delivers
two premium brushless tools for drilling, driving, and fastening.
Variable 2-speed 1/2" Hammer Driver-Drill (XPH14Z) and  4-speed
Impact Driver (XDT16Z).  Includes (2) 18V LXT® 5.0Ah Lithium-Ion
batteries, Rapid Optimum Charger and tool bag.

$35899
40V max XGT® Brushless 

Cordless Blower Kit (4.0Ah)
Regular Price $379.00  #GBU01M1. Includes one 40 V

Max 4.0Ah Battery (BL4040) and  Rapid Charger
(DC40RA). With zero emissions and lower noise this

blower kit is a welcome solution for professional
landscaping clean-up applications. The brushless motor

runs cooler and more efficiently for longer life and
delivers speeds up to 143 MPH air velocity. Select turbo

boost mode for 565 CFM to move heavy debris.

$54799
40V max XGT® Brushless 

Cordless 18" Chain Saw Kit (5.0Ah)
Regular Price $569.00  #GCU06T1. Includes one 40 V Max
5.0Ah Battery (BL4050F) and  Rapid Charger (DC40RA).

It’s powered by one 40V max XGT® battery for maximum
power, speed, and run-time. With the efficient Makita®
brushless motor, users get high power efficiency that is
equivalent to a 42cc gas chain saw. It can deliver up to

40 cuts in 12” diameter cedar with the included 40V max
XGT® 5.0Ah battery.

NEW

FREE
#BL4040 Batter

y
with purchase.

FREE
Two 5.0Ah  #

BL1850

Batteries wit
h purchase.

FREE#BL1860 6.0Ah Battery &#XBU03 Z Blower Barewith purchase.

FREE
#BL4040 Batter

y
with purchase.

NEW

NEW

NEW

FREE
#BL4040 Batter

y
with purchase.

FREE
#BL4040 Batter

y
with purchase.

FREE
Two #BL4040 Batte

ries
with purchase.

$10000and three FREE #BL4040 Batteries with purchase. Only valid for the first8    kits sold on 3/14/23.Limited to stock on hand.

$429
40V  XGT® 7-1/4” Circular Saw Kit

#GSR01M1.   Delivers 6400 rpm for high-speed cutting performance. It
cuts 3X the material in a single pass with a large cutting capacity of 2-

9/16 in. This saw is ideal for framers, builders, roofers, forming and more.
The GSR01M1 offers 56 deg bevel capacity with positive stops at 22.5

deg and 45 deg and a bevel up to 56 deg.

FREE
Two #BL4040 Batte

ries
with purchase.

Instant
Rebate

Only valid for XGT®kits sold on 3/14/23

Instant Rebate

$5000

Only valid for XGT®kits sold on 3/14/23

Instant Rebate

$5000
Plus Receive additional

Only valid for XGT®kits sold on 3/14/23

Instant Rebate

$5000

Only valid for XGT®kits sold on 3/14/23

Instant Rebate

$5000
Only valid for XGT®kits sold on 3/14/23

Instant Rebate

$5000

Only valid for XGT®kits sold on 3/14/23

Instant Rebate

$5000
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$25999
3-1/4" Plastic Collated

Framing Nailer
Regular Price $ 339.99 #NR83A5. Cylinder valve drive system
for rapid response and increased durability. Rafter hook is

included for convenience on the jobsite . Tool-less depth of drive
adjustment. Accepts two strips of nails at a time and locking

feeder system makes replenishments quick and easy.

$339
Rear Handle Circular Saw Kit

Regular Price $369.00   #C3607. Powerful 36V MultiVolt Lithium-Ion 7-
1/4" Brushless Cordless Rear Handle Circular Saw Kit 4.0 Ah, with the

lightest weight in its class and all the power, ergonomics, and features
the demanding professional needs. This cordless rear handle saw

offers the power of a corded saw, the freedom of a cordless platform,
and the choice to power it with a battery or with the AC adaptor (sold
separately). Kit includes 36V 4.0Ah battery, rapid charger, 7-1/4” 24T
framing/ripping blade, dust collector set, 10/13 mm hex wrench and

carrying bag.

Code listed for cracked and uncracked concrete, and masonry applications, the Strong-Bolt 2 wedge-type expansion
anchor is an optimal choice for high-performance even in seismic and high-wind conditions. Dual undercutting
embossments on each clip segment enable secondary expansion should a crack form and intersect the anchor location;
this feature significantly increases the ability of Strong-Bolt 2 to carry load if the hole expands.

Features
• Chamfered top designed to prevent mushrooming during installation
• Qualified for static and seismic loading conditions
(seismic design categories A through F)

• Suitable for horizontal, vertical and overhead applications

• Qualified for minimum concrete thickness of 3 1/4", and lightweight
concrete-over-steel deck thickness of 2 1/2" and 3 1/4"

• Standard (ANSI) fractional sizes: fits standard fixtures and installs
with common drill bit and tool sizes

• Tested per ACI355.2 and AC193

Material: Zinc-plated carbon steel or
stainless steel (Type 304; Type 316)

Codes: ICC-ES ESR-3037 (concrete);
IAPMO UES ER-240 (carbon steel in CMU);
City of LA Supplement within ESR-3037 (concrete);
City of LA Supplement within ER-240 (carbon steel in CMU);
Florida FL15730 (concrete); FL16230 (masonry);
UL File Ex3605;
FM 3043342 and 3047639;
Multiple DOT listings; meets the requirements of
Federal Specifications A-A-1923A, Type 4

Head Stamp
The head is stamped with
the length identification
letter, bracketed top and
bottom by horizontal lines

Strong-Bolt®

2 Wedge Anchor
Installation

Do not use an impact wrench to set or tighten the Strong-Bolt 2 anchor.
Caution: Oversized holes in the base material will make it difficult
to set the anchor and will reduce the anchor’s load capacity.

1. Drill a hole in the base material using a carbide drill bit the same
diameter as the nominal diameter of the anchor to be installed.
Drill the hole to the specified minimum hole depth, and blow it
clean using compressed air. (Overhead installations need not
be blown clean.) Alternatively, drill the hole deep enough to
accommodate embedment depth and dust from drilling.

2. Assemble the anchor with nut and washer so the top of the
nut is flush with the top of the anchor. Place the anchor in the
fixture, and drive it into the hole until the washer and nut are
tight against the fixture.

3. Tighten to the required installation torque.

Installation Sequence

Powered by a Compact 3.0Ah Lithium Ion battery
(included) that is 3/4" shorter and .6 lbs lighter
than a conventional 3.0Ah battery for complete
portability. Unique air spring drive system (similar
to Metabo HPT's pneumatic line) that uses
compressed air to drive each nail resulting in zero
ramp up time. 

2" 18 Ga Brad Nailer 
$29999

Regular Price $384.00   #NT1850DE. 18-Gauge nails
from 5/8-in to 2-in length. Ideal for molding
installation, cabinet and picture frame assembly,
wainscoting, chair rail, window - door casing
&decorative trim.

2-1/2"  16 Ga Straight Finish Nailer
$28999

Regular Price $369.99    #NT1865DM. 16 gauge 1-in
to 2-1/2-in straight finish nails. For installation of
chair rail, molding, cabinetry & other finish
applications

2-1/2"  15 Ga Angled Finish Nailer
$30299

Regular Price $389.99    #NT1865DA. 15 gauge angled
finish nails from 1-1/4-in - 2-1/2-in. Ideal for all
construction finish applications but is particularly
useful for punch-out work on a jobsite without the
need for a tank or hose.

Tool has a Lifetime Mfg Warranty!

18V Cordless Brushless Finish Nailers

$369
18V Cordless Brushless 

Plastic Strip Framing Nailer
Regular Price $469.00  #NR1890DR.
Pneumatic power with 18 volt

cordless freedom. Accepts round
head 21 degree plastic strip

collated nails from 2” up to 3-1/2”
in length and (0.113 to 0.131).

Drives 400 Nails per charge using
Metabo HPT's new compact 3.0

Ah Li-ion battery(included).Tool has a Lifetime Mfg Warranty!

CLOSEOUT
Limited to stock on hand only.

FREE
CR18 Recip Sa

w Bare &  two

372121 36V/1
8V 8.0 Ah batt

eries

with purchase
 of NR1890DR

. 

Limited to sto
ck on hand.

FREECR18 Recip Saw Bare, WH18Impact Driver Bare & two 37212136V/18V 8.0 Ah batteries withpurchase of C3607  Limited tostock on hand.

NEWStrong-Bolt® 2 Wedge Anchors
replace the old Zinc Wedge-Alls.  
We stock most sizes offered and
as always, can special order any
Simpson-Strong Tie product youmay need for your job.
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$46900
Quick Drive 3” Screwgun with
Deck and Drywall Attachment

#PROSDD. Fastening versatility for
fastening Subfloor to Wood, Wood

Decking, Drywall, Dock, Boardwalk and
more. Extension for stand-up driving. With
Makita screwdriver motor. Expanded depth
settings for high-density flooring materials.
Uniform toenailing and countersink on slick

surfaces. Reversible and replaceable non-
skid teeth. Sure-grip guide tube increases

stability for a broad range of screws.

$39999
Quick Drive 3” Screwgun
with Deck Attachment

#PRO300. Includes Makita screwdriver.
Expanded depth settings for high-density

flooring materials. Reversible and
replaceable non-skid teeth. Uniform

toenailing and countersink on slick surfaces.
Sure-grip guide tube increases stability for a

broad range of screws. Applications:
Fastening Wood-to-Steel, Fastening Wood-

to-Wood, Fastening Subfloor to Wood,
Composite and Wood Decking, Dock and

Boardwalk, Truss-Ply Fastening, Mass
Timber / Cross-Laminated Timber.

$54900
DeWalt 3” Cordless Screwgun Kit

#442304. Eliminate the need for compressors,
generators or power to run fastening

equipment. Includes PRO300S attachment, G3
extension, decking noseclip, DeWalt® Driver,

battery charger, 2 batteries, soft case.
Applications: Fastening Wood-to-Steel,

Fastening Wood-to-Wood, Fastening Subfloor
to Wood, Composite and Wood Decking,
Dock and Boardwalk,  Truss-Ply Fastening,

Mass Timber / Cross-Laminated Timber.

NEW!

#DWC114PS 
1-1/4” Coarse
Drywall Screws
83.00 / 2500

#DWC158PS 
1-5/8” Coarse
Drywall Screws
89.00 / 2500

#WSV134S 
1-3/4” #9
Subfloor Screws
137.00 / 2000

#WSV2S 2” #9
Subfloor Screws
134.00 / 1500

#WSV212S 
2-1/2” #9
Subfloor Screws
149.99 / 2000

#325700 Red 
2-1/2”  Deck
Drive Screws
119.00 / 1000

#325702 Red  
3”  Deck Drive
Screws 
146.00 / 1000

$1899
Midget Nipper Pro
Regular Price $21.99  #346520. Easy one hand cutting with
superior performance and durability. Blade opening is
adjustable. A simple nail cutting solution. Cut off nail with
one hand,  quick, easy and safe.

Angled blade for flush cuts.
Cut off nail-ends that appear
underneath the deck, roof or
ceiling. After flush cut, you can
install new lumbe  r without
removing the old nails. Quick
and easy to replace fascia board.

Spring loaded handle
Spring loaded handle keeps you
going. No need to manually open
handles after each cut. Spring
action allows you to hold the
cutter in your palm securely.

Easy one hand cutting
With traditional cutters you can
struggle cutting or removing old
nails on a ladder. Our bolt cutter-
like design gives you greater
leverage and even cuts 16D
galvanized nail easily and safely.

$1299
Midget Cutter
Regular Price $14.99  #346521. Compact high efficient
cutter. The blade was designed in same way as our Bolt
Cutters so that you can rely on its quality and durability. 

$1999
Midget End Cutter
Regular Price $22.99  #346522. Best for roofing
contractors & woodworkers. Cut-off, nip-off, and pull-
off nails. 3 ways to work.

$1999
Midget Wire/Rope Cutter
Regular Price $23.79  #346524. Special blade design keeps
the stranded wires from separating after cutting.

$1899
Midget All Purpose Snips
Regular Price $21.65  #346523. For all your utility
cutting work: Steel strapping, wire & cable, plastic &
rubber tubing, tree branches.  Durable and sharp.
Anti-slip vinyl grip.

Midget Cutter Series provides superior performance and
durability. Made in Japan. 8” length works great even in tight
spaces.  They weigh only 1/2 pound. The gap between the
blades on any cutter can be adjusted by the bolt on the handle
for cutting harder materials and longer blade life.

Midget Cutter Series

Mead Clark’s Quik Drive Loaner Program allows customers to experience
the efficient and easy-to-use Simpson Quik Drive systems.  We currently
offer both corded and cordless options. 

Our Simpson Quik Drive Cordless loaner #DWLOANER $549.00, currently
comes with a DeWalt screwdriver motor, 2 DeWalt batteries, and 
1 DeWalt charger. 

Our Simpson Quik Drive Corded loaner #QDLOANER $339.99, currently
comes with Makita screwdriver motor, PRO300S decking attachment, an
extension for stand-up driving, a quiver for screws, tool case, and a
decking nose clip.

To take advantage of this program, simply purchase your choice of
loaner, try the system out for any length of time, and then return it for a
full refund (limitations may apply). Screws not included. Limited to stock
on hand, product must have all components to qualify for return
eligibility.  See store for additional details. 

QUIK DRIVE  Loaner Program

Collated Screws to Fit Screwguns
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$40064 Self Adhesive Blueskin
#VP100     4’x100’ roll. Premium, self-adhered vapor
permeable, water-resistive barrier designed for wood-
framed residential and multi-family construction. It protects
buildings by eliminating air gaps and water and moisture
intrusion and self-sealing around nails and fasteners. It
combines an engineered film and a patented, permeable
adhesive technology with split-back poly-release film.

$2462 Air -Bloc® LF 
#HE022BWB. 20 oz. A moisture
cure single-component
elastomeric liquid-applied
flashing using a highly
advanced Silyl-Terminated
Polyether (STPE) polymer. It is
designed to cure through
reaction with airborne
moisture to provide a heavy-
duty, seamless, rubber-like
impervious membrane.

$292 WeatherSmart® “D” DrainWrap
#10125WD. 10’x125’. Performs at the highest drainage
efficiency level, making it suitable for use in any climate. The
high performance fabric is tough on the job site and effective
behind most exterior claddings, including fiber cement, brick,
vinyl and wood siding. Exceeds water resistance standards.
Crush resistant drainable pattern. Resists tears, abrasions and
punctures. Outstanding surfactant and UV resistance.

$11654
FortiFlex® Butyl
#FFLEX6. 6”x50’  A flexible,
self-adhering waterproof
flashing that can be stretched
around tight arcs, including
arched windows, irregular
penetrations and sill pans.
Maintains high tack even at
installation temperatures as
low as 10°F. Self-seals to
prevent moisture intrusion.

FortiFlash® Butyl
6”x75’  #675BT $4769

9”x75’  #975BT $7692

12”x75’  #1275BT $10462

FortiFlash®
6”x75’  #6FF   $3385

9”x75’  #9FF   $5077

12”x75’  #12FF   $7572

#203233      
$999

#HE020MSB  Black  
$1063

Moistop Sealant
10.1 oz. Can be used as both a sealant and flashing, providing a multi-
tasking solution for improved weatherization effectiveness and jobsite
efficiency. It is an advanced polymer engineered to be compatible with
virtually all building materials. Moistop delivers excellent adhesion and
moisture resistance to prevent door and window water leaks. It also
provides flexible, gap-free flashing even around curved intrusions and
can fill construction joints up to ½ inch thick.

25 MIL. FortiFlash® is a cost-effective self-
adhering flashing membrane that
provides protection against moisture
intrusion. It can be used around windows,
doors, and non-roofing horizontal
applications such as pot shelves,
parapets, sill pans, and recessed windows.

$2399 2-Ply Super Jumbo Tex® 60 minute
#60SJT 60 min.  40” 162sq.ft.  Engineered for residential and
commercial construction applications that demand the maximum
water and moisture protection available. Delivering over fifteen
times the minimum water resistance requirement for Grade “D”
paper, it is an industrial strength product that stands up in tough
jobsite and environmental conditions. For stucco, fiber cement
siding, brick, vinyl and wood siding.

When you use the Henry 1-2-3
Moisture Control System you get
products proven to be  among the
best on the market. 

With this system, you get the added protection of the 
Henry 1-2-3 Moisture Control System Warranty, offering 
15 years of coverage backed by a company that’s been in
business for over 80 years.

In the unlikely event of a leak caused by product failure, the
repairs are covered for both materials AND labor with a  single
point of contact.  No complicated claim process.  your original
purchase receipt. No reduction in reimbursement value based
on how long the product has been installed. The protection
provided by this warranty is unsurpassed on the market.

First, choose a weather-resistive
barrier that fits your needs.

•  WeatherSmart® Drainable

•  2 Ply Super Jumbo Text® 
60 minute

•  Blueskin® VP100

Next select the flashing(s) that
works for your application.

• FortiFlash® Butyl

• FortiFlash®

• Air-Bloc® LF

• FortiFlex® Butyl 

• Moistop® neXT 

• Moistop® E-Z Seal     

Lastly, use Moistop® Sealant
to  provide long lasting
protection  against moisture
intrusion.

Note: Use Henry 212 Crystal Clear Sealant to
seal reverse laps in Blueskin VP100.

Moistop® neXT 
6”x200’  #6MSTNXT $4598

9”x200’  #9MSTNXT $7948

12”x200’  #12MSTNXT $9227

Moistop® E-Z Seal 
9”x75’  #9EZ $8971   -

12”x75’  #12EZ $9999

Moistop® neXT is a mechanically
attached flashing solution
engineered to withstand
extreme weather conditions.
Comprised of two layers of
polyolefin film plus a durable
fiberglass core, it is tear resistant
and retains its shape even in
heavy winds. It can be used on
all types of windows and doors,
including wood, vinyl and
aluminum casing doors.

Provides a strong, tear-
resistant, self-sealing barrier to
protect windows, doors, and
through-wall penetrations
from moisture intrusion. It can
also be used for non-roofing
horizontal applications such as
pot shelves, parapets, still pans,
and recessed windows.  It is
compatible with most sealants
and the split-back release liner
allows for easy integration with
weather-resistive barriers.

Self-adhered 3" backing strip
that provides secure
installation on the inside of
the rough opening. The
remaining width of the
flashing is mechanically
attached for easy integration
with the weather-resistive
barrier. Strong, tear-resistant
barrier to protect windows,
doors, and through-wall
penetrations from moisture
intrusion.
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$3999
42 pc Impact 
Torsion Bit Set
Regular price $53.99
#629034. Innovatively
designed flex tech torsion
zone absorbs high torque
stress and reduces bit
fracture. Proprietary steel &
heat treat process for
maximum strength.

$3999
40 pc. UltraMax 
Bit Set
Regular price $54.99
#629089. 40X Longer Life.
All bits are made from
custom proprietary tool
steel and heat treated to
maximize strength and
durability for the most
demanding applications. 

$3999
46 pc Impact Bit Set
Regular price $61.99
#629126. Designed flex tech
torsion zone absorbs high
torque stress and reduce bit
fracture. Proprietary steel and
heat treat process for
maximum strength and
durability. Hardened S2
modified impact resistant steel
for extended bit life. CNC milled
magnetic tips for supreme grip
while reducing stripping.

$3999
52 pc Torsion 
Impact Bit Set
Regular price $51.99
#629072. Innovatively
designed flex tech
torsion zone absorbs
high torque stress and
reduces bit fracture.
Proprietary steel & heat
treat process for
maximum strength.

$2399
Multi-Purpose 
Driver Handle
Regular price $30.99
#649513 Screwdriver
Multitool Set with Free 3-
1/2 inch Impact Torsion
Bits and German Made
Recip Saw Blades

$8399 12 pc Oscillating Multi-Tool Blade Set
Regular price $109.99    #630757.  Does not qualify for
additional 25% off.  Our Uni-Fit™ universal arbor allows for
seamless use with all major brands of oscillating multi-tools
on the market, such as Milwaukee®, Ridgid®, Ryobi®, Bosch®,
Craftsman®, DeWalt®, Dremel®, Fein® and 30+ more! Made
from superior grade materials for extended life in all
applications while delivering jobsite durability.   

25%
ALL NORSKEOSCILLATING MULTI-TOOL BLADESIN STOCK

OFF

$1899
6-1/2” 24 T Demo
Demon Blade
Regular price $21.29
#D0624DA.
t$1399
7-1/4” 24 T Demo
Demon Blade
Regular price $18.99
#341724.

$999
6-1/2” 24 T
Framing Blade
Regular price $12.89
#1817733.

$899
7-1/4” 24 T
Framing Blade
Regular price $11.29
#3885662.

$1599
6-1/2” 40 T 
Finish Blade
Regular price $17.99
#D0641A.

$1599
7-1/4” 40 T 
Finish Blade
Regular price $19.99
#5346648.

$2199
6-1/2” 60 T Ultra
Finish Blade
Regular price $24.89
#D0660A.

$1899
7-1/4” 60 T Ultra
Finish Blade
Regular price $22.79
#D0760A.

$4399 10” 60 T 
Fine Finish Blade
Regular price $55.99    #D1060S.

$5699 12” 80 T
Fine Finish Blade
Regular price $68.99    #1335884.

$4999
6-1/2”  4T PCD
Hardie Blade
Regular price $52.99
#D0604DHA.
t$3699
7-1/4” 4T PCD
Hardie Blade
Regular price $48.99
#D0704DHA.

$2799
10” 24 T 
Ripping  Blade
Regular price $36.49
#1865666.

$2999
10” 30 T Plywood
Ripping  Blade
Regular price $33.99
#D1030X.

$359910” 50 T 
Combination Blade
Regular price $47.69    #3081619.

$419912” 60 T 
Combination Blade
Regular price $46.99   #D1260X.

$5799
10” 90 T 
Ultimate
Polished
Finish
Regular
price $73.59
#D1090X.

$4899
10” 80 T Ultra Finish Blade
Regular price $63.29    #7210073.

$7399
10” 6 T PCD Hardie Blade
Regular price $88.99    #D1006DH.

$469910” 40 T Ultimate
General Purpose Blade
Regular price $57.99    #4872008.

$339912” 44 T 
General Purpose Blade
Regular price $41.99   #9022641.

25%
ALL FREUD 
ROUTER BITS
IN STOCK

Limited to stock on hand

OFF

BLADES
FOR THE
PRICE OF2 1

$1988  Oscillating 
Multi-Tool Blades

#125CGPP2. Universal fit.
Carbide blade with up to

50x longer life! While
Supplies Last.
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$5499
D-Plug System 
#DPLUGE or #DPLUGC.
Covers 30 sq.ft. 16” O.C.
T5mm x Dia. 8.8mm
dassoXTR Classic
Espresso or Cognac
plugs and 316
stainless steel # 8
x 2-1/2" screw - 100
Sets per Box. Includes
T20 Star Head.

$1929 CAMO Edge Starter Clips 
#EDGESC. Contains 25 clips and 25 fasteners made
of 304 Stainless Steel . Achieve a fastener-free deck
surface: secure the first and last grooved board with
STARTER Clips. Approximately 30 linear feet (joist
spacing of 16 inches)

$4522 #EDGE50  
50 sqft - 90 count
$19817 #EDGE250  
250 sqft - 450 count
$35312 #EDGE500  
500 sqft - 900 count
CAMO EDGEX® Clips 
Hidden Deck Fasteners, EDGEX Clips are for grooved
wood, composite, and PVC deck board installations
in any deck pattern on wood joists. Pre-assembled,
one-pass fasteners require no partial installation—
clips stay in place until you’re ready to fasten.

Your Choice Natural
(Espresso) #WOCAE or
Teak (Cognac) #WOCAC

$154992.5 Liter 
WOCA Diamond 
Oil Active 
A single-component,
extremely durable penetrating
oil. Made from plant based materials, providing a
low odor, safe wood finishing product that is free of
isocyanates. 85 to 130 square foot per liter. 

Q: What is dassoXTR Fused Bamboo®?
A: dassoXTR Fused Bamboo® is manufactured using dasso's
patented process, which combines two stages of high heat to first
carbonize the bamboo, removing all of the starch and sugar, and
then restructure the bamboo, reinforcing its natural strength
characteristics. The modified bamboo strands are then fused
together using phenolic resin – the same resins used to make
bowling balls. The result is an extremely dense, durable exterior-use
product composed of 87% natural, fused strand bamboo fibers and
13% resin. dassoXTR Fused Bamboo looks and acts much like other
natural hardwood products, specifically Ipe hardwood. 

Q: How does dassoXTR compare to other 
exterior building materials?

A: dassoXTR’s remarkable durability makes it a unique material for
use in outdoor construction materials, including decking, siding,
and furniture. In fact, dassoXTR fused bamboo is among the stiffest
and strongest decking materials in the world and is even more
dense than Ipe – a natural wood that is widely accepted for outdoor
use. dassoXTR products are also Class A Fire rated using C NFPA and
IBC Classifications tested to ASTM E-84-12 and decay and
insect/termite resistant.

Q: Does it HAVE a factory finish?
A: dasso.XTR decking receives one coat of WOCA exterior oil at the
factory, which gives the boards their color and provides some
surface protection.  The first coat of WOCA exterior oil typically
wears off the board faces during or shortly after the construction
phase and when exposed to sun, rain, dirt, and wear.

Q: Is dassoXTR considered an environmentally 
friendly product?

A: Yes. Unlike most hardwoods, which must grow for 50 years or
more before they can be harvested, bamboo is a fast-growing grass
that can be harvested every 5-7 years. This makes bamboo one of
the most environmentally friendly and sustainable building
products available. As a product made from a rapidly renewable
material with a harvest cycle of less than 10 years, dassoXTR is
eligible for an MR-6 LEED Credit, which is the highest credit available
for renewable materials. In addition, the resins used to create
dassoXTR are thermal setting and non-reversible, which means no
fumes are released into the atmosphere. Thus, dassoXTR contains no
volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

Q: Does dassoXTR material fade?
A: If you want the material to turn silver-grey, then no additional
finish is needed. However, we recommend applying a penetrating
finish soon after installation for UV protection.

   Q: What is the  maintenance?
A: Evaluate finish each spring and maintain as needed, following the
finish brand’s instructions. Finish durability depends upon weather,
wear and other local conditions. A penetrating oil finish typically
lasts 1–3 years on decks a synthetic surface coating/stain typically
lasts 1–2 years on decks.

Q: Why are boards all 6' long?
A: Our patented fused bamboo technology produces strands of
bamboo that are uniform in length – full 6’ strands. Compared to
other hardwoods sold in random lengths, dassoXTR’s standard 6’
lengths mean less planning, layout time, and cutting, and shorter
boards are much easier to maneuver. 

BAMBOO DECKING
Bamboo is one of the most environmentally friendly & sustainable building products available.

3/4”x5-3/8”x72”   8 Square Foot
Choose from 1 or 2 Groved Edges

#16DASG2E  or #16DASG1E
Espresso Color

#16DASG2C  or #16DASG1C
Cognac Color  

$8778

3/4”x8”x72”  S2S  
#18DASC Cognac Color

$6650 ea.

3/4”x8”x72”   S2S 
#18DASE Espresso Color

$7880 ea.

Q: Explain dassoXTR’s bamboo decking end-matching system.
A: All of our bamboo decking includes a unique tongue and groove End Match System,
whereby each board is end-matched for ease and improved quality of installation. This
allows a better aesthetic because end joints are not required to meet "on a joist" thereby
offering a more random pattern. Not having to meet all the deck boards on a few joists,
and showing an unappealing all-board-ends-lined-up with the joists installation
problem, allows you to save time and money on installation. It also produces a stronger,
more beautiful-looking deck with flawless, consistent coloration.

In addition, all boards are side grooved for hidden fastening but can also be face
screwed and plugged instead. Boards are available in single-groove or double-groove
constructions and offered in a reversible profile that is smooth on one side and reeded
on the other, offering you a choice of two installation options – smooth side up for a
sleek look, or reeded face up for a more textured style. 

bundle

Dasso Decking is in stock. 
We can special order any Dasso product
with an approximate 2-week lead time.
Call for more information and pricing.

Dasso Experts 
at Mead Clark

Tuesday, March 14th • 8 am to 3 pm
Experts will be here to show you the advantages of 

using beautiful, environmentally friendly 
Dasso Bamboo Decking for your next project. 

Ask quest      ions - get answers!  Samples available help your
customers make the right choices for their home. 



   

Hours: 
Monday-Saturday 
7:00 am - 5:00 pm

VISA, American Express &
Discover Cards Welcome

P.O. Box 529
Santa Rosa, CA 95402

(707) 576-3333    
Fax (707) 523-0350

www.meadclark.com

Pictures are representative of
items and may not be exactly

as shown.  We reserve the right
to correct  printed errors. All

items are F.O.B. yard & subject
 to stock on hand.  Prices good

March 1st - 31st, 2023.

Tuesday, March 14th
8 AM to 3 PM 

The following vendors
will be joining us to
show their newest
products, with hands on
demos & special pricing.

Plus, don’t miss our 
first BBQ of the year!  

•  Makita
•  Capital Lumber:  

Dasso Decking 
•  Norske Tools
•  Freud/Diablo
•  Metabo
•  Simpson Strong-Tie

BBQ
Customer Appreciation

VENDOR DAY

ALL SPECIAL PROMOS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND ONLY!

TUESDAY, MARCH 14TH -  11:00 AM TO 1:00 PM
Join us for our first

Customer Appreciation BBQ of 2023


